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Magazine title: 

 

CAST – has connotations of theatre, the final cast list in a musical production, the 

shortlist.  

 

  

Concept and subject matter: 

 

Cast is a monthly B2B magazine which focuses on the musical theatre industry. Market 

research has revealed an unmet demand for a regular, high-quality source of 

information for those who aspire to have a career in musical theatre. 

 

Cast aims to be a must-have magazine for those looking for their big break or next job 

in the industry. It will deliver insight from established stars in the form of interviews and 

specialist columns, as well as list the latest industry opportunities in a dedicated jobs 

market sector.  

 

The magazine will also aim to bring together news, reviews, and topical stories/issues, 

which relate to young musical theatre talent. 



 

Category: 

B2B magazine 

 

Readership: 

Cast’s target market are young, aspirational musical theatre performers - most likely 

aged between 16 and 30. These readers may still be going through their musical theatre 

education or they may already consider themselves professionals within the industry 

(although probably in the early stages of their career). 

 

The average reader will be single (unmarried), and living in an urban area. They will 

probably have been educated to GCSE/A level before specialising in a musical or acting 

discipline at a college or theatre school. 

 

Readers will be both men and women - their common goal of becoming professional 

musical theatre performers makes the magazine gender neutral 

 

 

Editorial mission statement:  

Cast captures the flair and verve of modern British musical theatre in a high-quality 

monthly magazine. Cast speaks to the wealth of talented vocalists, dancers, and 

musically trained actors aiming to make their mark in the country’s top theatres. It is a 

magazine for those that thrive in the glare of the spotlight and dream of standing 

ovations. Cast prides itself on connecting performers with opportunities, providing 

insightful interviews, and adding to readers’ skillsets with expert tips and advice. 

 

Digital vs print: 

Our magazine will be produced both online and in print. Online editions will feature a 

paywall to access multimedia content, such as performance videos, lessons from the 

experts, and exclusive interview videos with current west-end performers. 

 

The print magazine content will have original content which will not appear on the online 

edition. (Must be a reason for people to buy the print version, as this is where the most 

lucrative advertising contracts exist). 

 

 

Content ideas:  

● Interview with Louise Dearman, star of best-selling west end show ‘Wicked’ on 

how she started out in the industry, how she overcame her biggest challenges 

and what it’s like working on a world famous musical.  

● Useful exercises and routines to strengthen your voice. 



● Acting techniques 

● Interviews with musical theatre professionals, producers, casting directors, 

agents. 

● Feature articles - 10 steps to finding your first agent; Which monologue pieces 

contrast well with each other 

●  Jobs market - upcoming auditions and shows 

● Regular columnist answering problems about performing e.g. getting a cold on 

audition day. 

● New shows being released soon/ reviews 

● Audition pieces available in each issue (subject to copyright law). 

 

Cover Ideas: 

Well established musical theatre actors, The most sought after venues, new and 

upcoming stars. We’ll be using one photo, either of a well known star, a cast of actors or 

a venue. 

 

 

  

Business Plan 

 

Market Sector 

 

Arts and culture, B2B based, people focused. 

How will it make money: 

B2B magazines establish their brand both online and in print – multiplatform magazines. 

Our advertising revenue will come from drama academies and schools, musical theatre 

venues, agencies etc... 

We see our magazine as meeting a need in the market for a specialist magazine about 

musical theatre with interesting and helpful editorial, opportunities and technique 

development for aspiring stars and advice from industry professionals. There is 

currently no magazine dedicated solely to musical theatre online and in print that 

consists of more than job listings. Our target market are looking for insider tips from 

successful performers, how to improve their own performance and info about upcoming 

 projects. 

 

Branding: 

People will associate the theatrical career with our brand.We are aiming to be the ‘must 

have’ read for anyone in the career. 

Our publication is intended to be useful to the reader and inspire their career goals 

without being condescending. We present useful step by step guides, inspirational 

advice from those who were once in the same position as our readers and refuse to talk 



down to our customers. We also wish to express the excitement of the theatre and 

provide an entertaining read. 

 

Distribution: 

Our audience are a group of professionals who are passionate about their career in 

musical theatre and want to be engaged with new developments in the industry. The 

industry itself is constantly adapting and changing so it’s essential for our audience to 

be connected to the ever changing community of musical theatre. 

We will be selling the magazine both to large companies and individuals may subscribe 

to the magazine annually. We aim to distribute in bulk to companies and musical theatre 

academies such as: The Musical Theatre Academy London, The Academy of 

Performing arts, the National Youth Music Theatre…  

Individuals can subscribe on the website to have the print issues delivered to them. We 

will also be selling our magazine in selected distributors and newsagents.  

 

 

 

Advertising  
 

Print platform generates much more revenue than online editions - so, concentrate on 

securing print adverts (make or break!) 

 

● Musical theatre schools and academies 

➢ Local and specialist state schools - MADD - Midlands Academy of Dance and 

Drama 

➢ Private theatre schools - Sylvia Young, Italia Conti 

● Major London Theatres (priority) 

● Regional theatres 

● Lighting companies 

● Costume/ makeup companies 

● Agencies (because they want to snap up the talented people who read our 

magazine) 

● Photographers advertising headshots. 

● STARNOW.COM - The job centre for musical theatre professionals   

 

 

 

Marketing 

Promoting first issue- Subscription offer. 

Strong online presence with facebook, twitter, pinterest. 

Website to keep a constant update of last minute auditions, industry news. 



 

Pricing 

  

Single issue (high street):  £3.50  

Subscription: £32 for 12 issues (save £10) 

(Cheaper for theatres/ continued subscription??)) 
  

ENDS 


